
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a principal cyber engineer. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for principal cyber engineer

Requirement elicitation, analysis and functional allocation
Technical oversight of program milestone reviews
Assisting the Chief Security Engineer and the Development teams in the
development, integration, and testing of new advanced leading-edge
cybersecurity capabilities
Collaborating within Agile Scrum teams as a key contributor responsible for
the security design and implementation of advanced cybersecurity
capabilities
Interfacing directly with the Customer, stakeholders, and end-user regarding
capability requirements
Develop, test, and provision countermeasures and mitigations
Architect secure, compliant solutions on a AWS cloud computing platform
Appling cloud security knowledge in support of the design, testing,
documentation, compliance assessment, and continuous monitoring phases
of the system life cycle
Communicating application level security control requirements to software
developers so they may implement applications that comply with the system
and cloud controls
Perform all tasks assigned to the Intermediate Cyber Support Operations
Integrator

Qualifications for principal cyber engineer
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Expertise with a complex range of computer network components and
systems such as CISCO and Juniper Routers
Provide client consulting and plan and coordinate major computer network
initiatives
Security+ or equivalent certification to meet DoD 8570.1M requirements for
IAT Level II required will need higher prior to 12.31.2017
A DoDI 8570.01-M IAT Level II Compliant Certification (CISSP, CEH, GSEC,
SSCP, SEC+)
History analyzing, assessing, and reporting on the findings, impacts,
recommendations and risk of detected potential threats on production
systems by reviewing ongoing tools output
Have worked effectively and collaboratively with functional groups to
investigate fix actions associated with security findings


